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##TOP##

the game boy version of bubble bobble
lacks the ability to grab enemies in mid-
air, but it does have a few other features
that the nes version does not. first of all,
the game has the ability to pause at any

time. this has its uses, such as in the
case of the final boss battle, but also
has a few drawbacks. after the game

has been paused, any defeated enemies
will stay defeated for an additional three
seconds. this can lead to players being
able to clear a large amount of levels if

they decide to pause on their first
playthrough. the nes version of bubble

bobble came with a soundtrack in
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cartridge form that was similar to that of
the arcade version. since cartridges

were not particularly large, there was a
3:1 compression ratio, meaning that the
soundtrack was much smaller than the

actual game. this was a common way of
distributing soundtracks in the late
1980s and early 1990s as cartridge
games were still the norm for video
games. though not officially the final

version of bubble bobble, the nes
version of the game is considered one of

the best-looking and best-sounding
versions. the nes version features

superior graphics to that of the arcade,
and also features more sound effects.
even the game manual comes with a
cover that features the game logo,

which is the only time that the title of
the game was ever printed on a cover.
perhaps the biggest difference between

the nes and arcade versions of the
game is that the nes version has a cover
screen that holds all of the graphics on
screen and allows for more features.

every level in the game is divided into
10 areas, and the game begins to move
around once players have captured all
the monsters. this was done to make

the nes version feel like a whole game in
a way that the arcade version did not.
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unlike the nes version, the game boy
version of bubble bobble was a straight

port of the arcade game, with no
additional features. the original arcade
version had two buttons and was more
of a side-scrolling beat-em-up, but the
game boy game lacks the right-to-left

scrolling and is more of a top-down
action game. this means that there are
no areas in the game, just a linear path

that must be completed in order to
reach the end. this has the effect of
somewhat simplifying the game and

gives the game boy version a different
feel than the nes version. another

change made to the game was that the
game boy version was released two
years after the nes version, which

meant that it had more recent versions
of the game to use as reference. the

game boy version was also released in
europe with the same names and

artwork as the north american version,
but with the addition of a tag saying

that it was for japan. this was done to
ensure that retailers wouldnt sell the
european version of the game for the
north american version, which would
have been a mistake at the time. the

master system version of bubble bobble
is the most faithful to the arcade game,
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with even the graphics and sound being
almost identical. the differences

between the master system version and
the arcade game are mostly in the

soundtrack, where the master system
version has an entirely new

arrangement of the game soundtrack.
this version of the game also comes

with a game gear version as well, which
is notable as this is the first time that
the game gear was used as a primary
platform for a taito game. the game
gear version is similar to the master

system version in that it features a new
arrangement of the soundtrack, and it
also features some graphics that differ

slightly from the arcade version, but are
nonetheless close to the master system

version. 5ec8ef588b
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